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An Experimental Course in Simulation
of Cognitive Processes, Edward A.
Feigenbaum, School of Business Ad-
ministration, University of California,
Berkeley.

In the fall of 1960 a graduate seminar in
computer simulation of cognitive processes
was offered by the Graduate School of Busi-
ness Administration, University of California,
Berkeley. The course, given on an experi-
mental basis, was supported by a grant from
the Committee on Simulation of Cognitive
Processes of the Social Science Research
Council as part of their programof sponsoring
the initiation of educational efforts in this
research area.

Thirteen students were registered in the
course. An equal number of auditors (gradu-
ate students and faculty members) attended
regularly. University departments and re-
search facilities represented in the group
were: mathematics, engineering, psychology,
physics, biophysics, business administration,
linguistics, philosophy, Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, the Berkeley Computer Center,
and the Survey Research Center.

The course was designed with three ob-
jectives in mind:

first,

to survey past and
present research in simulation of cognitive
processes (broadly construed to include arti-
ficial intelligence research)

;

second, to teach
the technological and conceptual tools neces-
sary for independent research in the area;
third, to proceed in detail through an exist-
ing large simulation to show how the tools
may be applied to a particular research prob-
lem.

Following this plan, about half of the
total time of the seminar was devoted to
formal instruction in the use of the list-
language Information Processing Language 5
(1961); informal "workshop" instruction
dealing with IPL 5 programming problems
generated by the students themselves; and a

thorough presentation of the Elementary Per-
ceiver and Memorizer (Feigenbaum, 1961),
a simulation of human verbal learning be-
havior (a discussion which proceeded from
general conceptual features of EPAM to the
actual IPL programming which realized the
simulation). Students were also acquainted
with other list languages:

LISP,

Fortran List
Processing Language, and COMIT.

The remainder of the course was devoted
to: a discussion of theories of cognition, con-
struction of models, problems in the collec-
tion of empirical data, criteria for reasonable
models, and verification problems; a review
of previous and current research studies, in-
chiding fairly complete treatments of the
Newell-Shaw-Simon General Problem Solver
(1960) and Feldman's Binary Choice Simu-
lation (1961); and a discussion of the arti-
ficial intelligence literature, including Tonge's
Line Balancing Program (1961), Gelernter's
Geometry Theorem Prover (1960), chess
playing programs, associative memories, in-
formation retrieval problems, and a number
of pattern recognition and learning machines
(for references to this literature, see Minsky,
1961 ). A special lecture by visiting Professor
of Philosophy Yehoshua Bar-Hillel on me-
chanical translation of languages was ar-
ranged.

Each student was required to carry through
a computer simulation project during the se-
mester. Other student projects treated char-
acter recognition, list-language programming
problems, chess end game problems, and the
game of Shogi (Japanese chess).

Computer time for student projects was
made available by the Berkeley Computing
Center (30.5 hours on an IBM 704).

The quality of the completed student proj-
ects was excellent and afforded further proof
that the techniques and concepts of simula-
tion of cognitive processes can be successfully
communicated in one semester of a graduate
seminar.
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The graduate course just described was of-
fered in substantially the same form by Pro-
fessor Julian Feldman in the spring of 1961.
Regular attendance (students and auditors)
was about twenty persons. In May, 1961, the
course was made a regular offering by the
faculty of the School of Business Adminis-
tration and will be permanently incorporated
in the Berkeley curriculum as the spring se-
mester of B.A. 210, Applications of Digital
Computers to Problems in the Social Sciences
(the fall semester of which deals with simu-
lation of economic and industrial behavior).

F'ive reports on research done by graduate
students in the course follow which are of
particular interest and significance. The first
two papers, by students of psychology, con-
cern studies in concept attainment, using as
a point-of-departure Bruner, Goodnow, and
Austin's book, A Study of Thinking. The
third paper, by a student of biophysics, sum-
marizes an attempt to explore the conse-
quences of certain assumptions about neural
processes and organization. The last two pa-
pers are oriented more toward artificial intel-
ligence than simulation of human cognition.
The fourth paper, by a student of mathemat-
ics, deals with an interesting facet of the
problem of analytic integration by machine.
The fifth paper, by a member of the staff of
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, is a re-
port of an important attempt to program
pattern recognition heuristics for the problem
of automatic identification of interesting nu-
clear events in 3-dimensional bubble cham-
ber photographs. The inability to process
these photographs fast enough is perhaps the
most important data-processing problem
faced by high-energy physics today.
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A Simulation Program for Concept At-
tainment by Conservative Focus-
ing, Wayne A. Wickelgrcn, University
oj California, Berkeley.

This is a summary of an information-proc-
essing model for conservative focusing in
a concept-attainment task (Bruner, Good-
now, & Austin, 1956). 5 is presented with an
array of cards differing on n attributes with
nii possible values for each attribute. Some
of these cards are exemplarsof a concept that
E has in mind, and the rest are not. s's task
is to discover the concept, that is, the basis
of classification as exemplar or nonexemplar.
The model is restricted to apply only to situa-
tions in which the permissible concepts are
conjunctive combinations of one particular
value for each of several relevant attributes
(i.e., all cards with red circles). Disjunctive
concepts (i.e., all cards with a red circle or a
black square) and relational concepts (all
cards with a greater number of figures than
borders) are excluded, and S is aware of this
restriction. 5 is first presented with a positive
instance of the concept called the focus card,
and is permitted to obtain further informa-
tion about the concept by selecting cards from
the array of all possible combinations of
values for each attribute and being told
whether the card is an example of the con-
cept. The conservative focusing strategy se-
lects cards differing on only one attribute
from the focus card and systematically de-
termines the relevance or irrelevance of every
attribute.
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Both cards and concepts are represented in
the IPL 5 computer by lists of attributes,
which in turn have description lists that con-
tain both attributes and values. The simulation
program is divided into a subject program
and an experimenter program. The experi-
menter program has access to the list of rele-
vant attributes, whose description list con-
tains the correct values. The subject program
has access to only the lists of possible values
for each attribute and the focus card, whose
description list contains the attributes and
values of the initial positive instance of the
concept.

The subject program has two major sub-
divisions: an intratask problem-solving pro-
gram and an intertask learning program. The
problem-solving program is concerned with
the solution of a given concept-attainment
task, and the learning program is concerned
with the improvementof performance over a
set of tasks.

The only learning feature built into the
program so far is change of AO, the attribute
order, which determines the order in which
the subject tests the relevance of the possible
attributes. The learning mechanism promotes
by one the position (in thepriority sequence)
of the attributes that proved relevant in the
preceding task. It should be noted that, given
a conservative focusing strategy and the type
of concept-attainment tasks that are being
simulated at present, the learning mechanism
does not improve performance if this is
judged by the number of trials necessary to

attain the concept. However, if performance
is measured by accuracy of guessing the con-
cept after a fixed number of trials, and certain
reasonable assumptions are made about an
individual's guessing habits under incomplete
information, then this learning mechanism
will exploit any persistent biases in the ex-
perimenter's selection of relevant attributes.
The learning mechanism would be of greatest
benefit to a focus gambling or successive scan-
ning strategy, and its inclusion in this con-
servative focusing model is a consequence of
the assumption that the most frequently rele-
vant attributes will gradually assume in-
creased saliency, no matter what the initial
saliency ordering is.

The problem-solving program has three

logical subdivisions: card selection, informa-
tion storage, and information evaluation rela-
tive to the concept-attainment task. The basic
flow of the simulation is: card selection, con-
firmation or infirmation by the experimenter,
information storage, and testing to determine
if sufficient information has been obtained to
discover the concept. When the answer to
this evaluation is yes, the subject generates
the concept and exits from the cycle.

The heart of any simulation program for
this type of concept-attainment task is the
type of memory structure it posits. In the
development of the information-storage rou-
tine the following assumptions were made
about human memory, borrowing extensively
from Miller (1956):

1. Immediate memory can contain without
loss only a highly limited number of chunks
of information.

2. The maximum number of chunks that
can be stored in immediate memory is a
parameter varying overindividuals, but in the
vicinity of seven.

3. The amount of information contained
in a chunk does not affect the immediate
memory capacity for chunks.

4. Humans solve problems requiring ex-
tensive storage of information by the con-
struction of chunks richer in information than
the "atomic" chunks in which the problem is
presented.

5. These richer chunks are names of lists
of poorer chunks.

6. There are limits to this abstraction proc-
ess.

7. There is a semipermanent memory
structure which is the subject program itself
and is conceived to be a part of the structure
of the individual.

8. Task instructions and the initial focus
card temporarily become part of this semi-
permanent memory structure and do not need
to be channeled through immediate memory
to be recalled.

The primary memory structure combines
an attribute with a symbol IO or LO for ir-
relevant or relevant, and this pair of symbols
is the basic chunk which is stored in imme-
diate memory, MO. The attribute is in MO,
and the list of pairs is the description list of
MO. If the number of attributes tested ex-
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ceeds the primary capacity of MO, then the
subject program restructures immediate
memory by constructing richer chunks of in-
formation. These chunks are new symbols
naming lists containing two attributes each,
and the attributes on these new lists are con-
sidered to be chunks representing both the
attribute and its relevance or irrelevance to
the concept. Depending upon the immediate
memory capacity and the complexity of the
problem, the subject program may operate
entirely at the first level of abstraction or
initially at the first and later at the second
level of abstraction. If the number of attri-
butes exceeds both primary and secondary
memory capacity, then the model assumes
the subject is unable to solve the problem.
This is an acknowledged oversimplification.
Another oversimplification is that loss of ex-
actly one chunk occurs at exactly one point,
when the subject program exceeds initial
memory capacity. The model assumes that
the subject does not restructure memory until
he has exceeded capacity and forgotten one
chunk. The intuitive notion is of a box with
a capacity for n blocks such that, when the
«-)- Ist block is forced in, one block has to
pop out somewhere. Realizing the information
loss, the subject restructures memory in order
to proceed with the task.

The card selection mechanism is really a
card generator, in that it constructs a card
out of attributes and values rather than se-
lecting from an array of cards read into the
computer as input. The card selector first
chooses a new attribute to be tested from UO,
the list of untested attributes. UO is ordered
at the beginning of the task by AO. Both AO
and UO are presumed to be part of the tem-
porary hardware of the organism and are not
channeled through MO. A value for the cur-
rently tested attribute is selected randomly
from the list of possible values, excluding the
value on the focus card. Then the rest of the
untested attributes and the relevant attri-
butes are added with their focus values, and
the irrelevant attributes are added with any
admissible values. A card is selected on the
basis of information contained in the imme-
diate memory structure, the list of untested
attributes, and the focus card.

The evaluation program is quite simple.

After each trial it merely tests to see if all
the attributes have been tested and remem-
bered, recycles if they have not, and produces
the concept from immediate memory and the
focus card if they have.

The simulation program has been debugged
for operation under both primary and second-
ary memory structures, and the results are
qualitatively very similar to those obtained
with human conservative focusers. Never-
theless it is possible to point up a number of
features that need modification. First, the
model probably forgets less often than nor-
mal human subjects. Second, the model never
codes an attribute incorrectly or remembers
it incorrectly. The program either remembers
correctly whether an attribute was deter-
mined to be relevant, or it does not remem-
ber at all. Third, the model never offers an
incorrect hypothesis before it possesses com-
plete information, and human subjects some-
times do this.
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A Concept Attainment Program that
Simulates a Simultaneous-Scan-
ning Strategy, Max Allen, Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley.

INTRODUCTION
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) have

suggested that humans employ four basic
strategies in concept attainment: (1) simul-
taneous scanning, (2) successive scanning,
(3) conservative focusing, and (4) focus
gambling. The programs described below are
simulations of the simultaneous scanning
strategy demonstrated in one of their experi-
mental situations. The situation consists of
an experimenter E, a subject 5, and a finite
array of instances known to both E and S.
The instances in this case are 27 cards, each
of which may vary in three dimensions: (1)
shape of the figures, (2) color of figures, and
(3) number of figures. Each of the three di-
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mensions in turn may vary in value. The
shape dimension has three possible values,
circle, square, and triangle; while the hue
dimension has two values, black or white.
The number-of-figures dimension may take
the values 1 or 2.

In simultaneous scanning E thinks of a
concept (e.g., all cards with two circles) and
S attempts to attain the concept by choosing
instances and asking E whether the instance
chosen is an exemplar of the concept. Each
instance serves as an opportunity for S to
deduce which concepts are still tenable and
which have been eliminated. Note that the
strategy requires S to keep all possible con-
cepts in memory. As can be readily surmised,
this strategy, although quite efficient for
small arrays of instances which have only a
few derived concepts, fails for arrays in which
the possible number of derived concepts is
large. It does, then, have limited use as an
"everyday" working strategy in human con-
cept attainment.

SOME ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions were made con-
cerning the concept-attainment behavior
typical of the simultaneous-scanning situa-
tion:

1. Humans do not utilize negative infor-
mation as well as positive information. The
two types of information may be differenti-
ated as follows: A negative instance (i.e., a
card which is not an exemplar of the concept
to be attained) is said to transmit negative

information,

while a positive instance (a card
which is an exemplar of the concept) trans-
mits positive information.

2. Each instance is used as an occasion for
deducing which concepts are still tenable and
which have been eliminated. This assumption
is subject to some modification as a result
of the implications of assumption 1. Because
subjects are assumed to use positive informa-
tion better than negative, the first version of
the program regulated the use of instances
according to the character of the instance. If
the instance was positive, it was utilized to
deduce which concepts were still tenable in
the light of this new information and which
were untenable. If the instance was negative,

no deductions concerning tenable and unten-
able concepts were made; the instance was
merely deleted from list 4 (the nature of list
4 will be explained below). The second ver-
sion of the program satisfied the unmodified
assumption; each instance, both positive and
negative, served as an occasion for deducing
the tenable and untenable concepts.

3. All possible concepts arc available (i.e.,
they are easily retrievable) in the subject's
memory. This implies that 5 knows all of
the concepts derivable from the array of in-
stances (the 27 cards) and can recall them
at will from memory.

4. Information gain is not maximized by
humans employing the strategy. Ideally, the
choice of the next instance will be determined
by the objective of eliminating as many still-
tenable hypotheses as possible. In "real hu-
man behavior," however, this is almost im-
possible, as it requires careful and complex
analyses of the results of picking each card
as the next instance to be tested (a test is
here defined as choosing a card, and deter-
mining whether it is a positive or a negative
instance). Without pencil and paper such
analysis, even when the number of instances
is small and the derived concepts few, is well
beyond the capabilities of most subjects.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS

The 27 instances in the stimulus array are
represented in the program (written in IPL
5 language) by the regional symbols 71
through 121. The 60 conjunctive concepts
derived from the dimensions and their values
are represented in the program as described
lists, the names of the concept lists being the
regional symbols BI through £60. The main
list of any concept list contains the attributes
and values specifying the concept.

Two subroutines simulating the experi-
menter and the subject are operative in the
program. The only function of the experi-
menter routine (EO) is to inform the subject
routine (SO) as to the positive or negative
character of the instance SO designated for
testing. This information is then utilized by
SO in determining which concepts are tenable
and which are to be eliminated.

Before examining the program more close-
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ly, the following extensively used lists must
be briefly described.

EO: A describable list of all 27 instances.
Ll: A describable list containing all posi-

tive instances of the concept to be
attained. Only the experimenter rou-
tine (EO) has access to Ll.

E3 : Initially a describable list of the names
of all 60 concepts. As the program
proceeds E3 is shortened as untenable
concepts are eliminated. At the end of
the program E3 contains only the
name of the concept to be attained.

LA: Initially an empty list. As the pro-
gram proceeds, instances generated
from the still tenable concept lists are
added to LA if they are not already
on it. LA can then contain both
positive and negative instances. It
serves as a source of instances to be
used next by SO for deducing which
concepts have been eliminated. As the
program proceeds, the negative in-
stances are deleted from LA so that
when the program runs to completion,
LA contains only the positive in-
stances of the concept to be attained.

At the start of the programs an initial in-
stance is input to the subject routine SO.
SO asks the experimenter routine (EO) if
the instance is positive or negative. If the
instance is negative SO goes to the instance
list (EO) and gets another instance to test.
This operation is repeated until a positive
instance is found.

When a positive instance is found from

EO,

or if the initial instance is positive, the in-
stance is placed on LA. Then the main list of
each concept list (BI through B60) is
searched for the positive instance. If found,
the next instance on the main list of that
particular concept list is placed on LA if the
new instance is not already on E4. If the
positive instance is not found on a particular
concept list structure, that list structure is
erased and the name of that concept is de-
leted from L3. When the end of L3 is reached,
the next instance-to-be-processed from LA is
found and theprocess is repeated. The result,
then, is that L3 is always being shortened,

until finally only the name of the concept to
be attained remains. LA, on the other hand,
starts empty, grows in length to some maxi-
mum value (it contains both positive and
negative instances), and then decreases in
length as the negative instances are elimi-
nated. E3 is printed out after each deletion
of a concept from the concept list; LA is
printed out after each attempted insertion
of an instance.

In the first version of the program, nega-
tive information did not result in any elimi-
nation of untenable concepts. This version
worked well on long concepts (e.g., concepts
which have a great many positive instances
on their description lists) but poorly on short
concepts. With short concepts not enough
information was supplied to eliminate all
concepts except the correct one. Conse-
quently, LA was correct at the end of the
program, but L3 was not, since it contained
the names of other concepts as well as the
one to be attained.

In the second version, a negative instance
from LA serves to eliminate concepts but does
not result in the generation of any new in-
stances to be placed on LA. The concept lists
named on L3 are searched, and if the nega-
tive instance is found, that concept list struc-
ture is erased and the name of the concept
deleted from E3. This is done for each con-
cept on L3. When the last concept on L3 is
processed, the next instance-to-be-processed
is found from LA and the operation of test-
ing and eliminating is begun again. The pro-
gram terminates when the end of LA is
reached, by printing out LA and L3. In both
versions, the concept is considered attained
if (1) LA contains just the positive instances
defining the concept to be attained, and (2)
L3 contains only the name of the concept to
be attained.

DISCUSSION

A comparison of the two versions shows
that the behavioral differences exhibited are
due to differing interpretations of the first
two assumptions. Both versions of the pro-
gram satisfy assumption 1, although each
does so in a slightly different sense. The first
version (Pl) did not utilize negative infor-
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mation as well as the second. A negative in-
stance, upon identification, was merely elimi-
nated from LA. Thus the instance did not
serve to eliminate any untenable concepts,
nor did it help directly in confirming which
concepts were still tenable. It did have an
indirect effect, however, since its elimination
from LA aided what may be loosely termed
the "focusing" of 50 on the correct concept.
In the second version (P2) a negative in-
stance resulted in both a deduction as to the
still tenable hypotheses and an elimination of
untenable hypotheses. The only difference in
the function of negative and positive in-
stances is that positive instances are respon-
sible for executing that part of the program
which adds another instance to LA, whereas
negative instances do not execute that part
of the program. The adding of to-be-tested
instances to LA is therefore dependent upon
only the positive instances.

Assumption 2 was not satisfied by the first
version of the program, since a strict inter-
pretation of assumption 1 resulted in a differ-
ential use of positive and negative instances
in deducing tenable concepts and eliminating
untenable ones. As explained above, LA was
correct for this version of the program, but
E3 was not, since the correct concept was not
the only concept name remaining on L3. Al-
though the correct short concept was not at-
tained by this version, it does have one
advantage over P2; LA is correct before L3.
In P2, the correct concept is attained for
both short and long concepts, but L3 is cor-
rect before LA.

Tn other words, P2 simulates behavior in
which the concept is learned first and then
the exemplars of it. Numerous studies in psy-
chology have indicated that the opposite is
generally found in human concept-attainment
behavior. El more closely simulated human
behavior in this respect, since LA is correct
even though SO doesn't "know" which of the
remaining concepts on L3 is the correct one.
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A Nerve Net Simulation, Robert Wyman,
University of California, Berkeley.1

In 1956, Rochester, Holland, Haibt, and
Duda published a report concerning the simu-
lation of a nerve net to test a psychological
hypothesis put forth by D. O. Hebb. This
paper shows how certain different types of
processing can be used to simulate more
closely the factors which are probably crucial
to real nerve synaptic decisions.

Hebb argues (1949, 1953) that since all
behavior is not immediate stimulus-response,
the brain must have some means of holding
stimuli in readiness until the organism is
ready to act upon them. He suggests that this
may be accomplished by re-entrant nerve cir-
cuits, which are internally reverberating. Once
stimulated they can maintain their activity
for some period of time. He cites as evidence
that a freshly excised section of cortex can
maintain a reverberating activity for over an
hour after stimulation.

The second important facet of Hebb's
theory suggests that learning takes place by
the association of several of these nerve cir-
cuits. Thus if two nerve circuits are active
at the same time, something must change so
that at a later time the activity of one of
these circuits can elicit the activity of an-
other.

However, there is probably not enough
genetic material to specify explicitly the in-
terconnections of IO10 neurons, each con-
nected to perhaps 1,000 others. Thus it ap-
pears that most of the connections will occur
in a random fashion (Ashby, 1960). One may
then ask whether nerves connected randomly
will indeed form these reverberating circuits.
This is the problem investigated by Roches-
ter et al. (1956).

They computed a threshold for each nerve
based on its state of refractoriness and
whether it was fatigued by having been fired
excessively. Their program then summed up
the magnitudes of the signals sent to the re-

1 This investigation was carried out during the
tenure of a fellowship from the National Institute
of Mental Health, United States Public Health
Service.
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ceptor nerve by all the afferent cells and con-
sidered the cell as fired if the sum exceeded
the threshold value. They postulated mecha-
nisms for forming the cell assemblies from
neighboringcells. They introduced inhibitory
neurons between cell assemblies. Within an
assembly, then, the interconnections were
largely excitatory, and between cell assem-
blies they were largely inhibitory. It seems,
however, that both these hypotheses, intro-
duced in order to make the cell assemblies

form,

are ad hoc and bear little resemblance
to the neurophysiological condition.

In real nerves the refractory period lasts
approximately one millisecond, a very short
time compared to the usual frequency with
which cortical neurons will fire spontaneously.
At an alpha rhythm of 10 per sec, or even 10
times this rate, the millisecond refractory
period would be too small to influence the
threshold state at the next firing.

As to the use of fatigue as a threshold de-
termining factor, Rochester et al. mention
Eccles' use of firing the same nerves for a
million volleys (1953). It is very difficult to
tire real nerves, and at any reasonable rate
of firing the nerves could fire ceaselessly with-
out the onset of any appreciable fatigue.

Therefore,

I believe that neither of the
threshold varying factors in this model is
a reasonable simulation of the real situation.
Unrealistic too is the assignment of inter-
connections among nearby nerves only. As
this is anatomically untenable, they have
noted that one of the proposed revisions of
their theory is to rectify this. Their use of
inhibitory neurons is also questionable. Very
little is known of inhibitory neurons in the
association cortex (Roberts, 1960), but
throughout the rest of the nervous system
inhibitory neurons are used solely for very
specific functions (Renshaw cells, etc.). It
does not seem warranted to assume that these
cells would also be found in the association
cortex in a randomly jumbled fashion. More
likely they are absent unless they have a
specific purpose.

The whole idea of a "1-number" synapse
is questionable. In such a model, one number
is computed (no matter how many factors
are taken into account) and compared with
a 1-number threshold value. More likely there

are a number of different conditions tinder
which a nerve will fire.

The reinforcement conditions of the model
are the most tenuous of the assumptions made
by Rochester et al., nothing like them ever
having been seen in real nerves. However, in
my own work I have had to adhere to a sim-
ilar hypothesis for lack of a better alterna-
tive. With the electron microscopy work of
De Robertis (1961) (revealing little vacu-
oles of ACh at the end buttons) it may soon
be possible to determine whether on repeated
stimulation these vacuoles grow in size or
number, thus giving a possibility of validat-
ing the reinforcement hypothesis. However,
certainly the forgetting mechanism is not a
simple constant, decreasing function over
time of the effectiveness of the synapses, as
stated in the model of Rochester et al.

The membranes of nervous tissue cells
take on, in the resting state, a polarization.
A depolarization anywhere on the surface of
the cell may start a wave of depolarization
which spreads throughout the whole surface.
The afferent neurons project end buttons
onto the surface of the cell body of the effer-
ent nerve. The cell body is globular and may
have as many as 1,000 end buttons on its
surface. All that is required, probably, for
the whole nerve to fire is that a wave of de-
polarization be started at any local region
among the 1,000 end buttons. Thus in the
real case, many infiring terminals scattered
widely may have no effect while a few
grouped together and firing simultaneously
may depolarize the whole cell. This is per-
haps the most interesting part of the follow-
ing simulation program— the recognition of
the significance for switching of the geometri-
cal relations among the end buttons.

The simulation program I have written in
IPL 5 language for an IBM 704 has three
major segments. The "D" routines take as
input the number of cells in the net and as-
sign essentially random connections among
the cells, and random positions for each of
the different endings on the cell body of the
efferent neuron. The "S" routines simulate
the synapses, taking as input the name of a
cell fired into and the list of nerves stimulat-
ing it, and determine whether the excitation
thresholds have been exceeded or not. The
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"R" region routines mediate between the D
and S routines, organizing the parallel struc-
ture of the net as constructed by the D rou-
tines into the linear serial processing which
the synapse routines perform. In this sum-
mary only the synapse routine will be dis-
cussed further.

Tn the simulation program each end button
has attached to it a stimulus value, which
is a measure of the efficiency with which it
excites the soma upon which it is resting.
This stimulus value is increased each time
the end button participates in the successful
depolarization of the postsynaptic fiber.
Thus every nerve which successfully stimu-
lates another nerve will have a greater prob-
ability of successfully stimulating it again.
This satisfies the Hebb conditions and, hope-
fully, endows the net with learning capabili-
ties. Of course these stimulus values are al-
lowed to build up only to a point of maximal
efficiency. Another routine, the "forgetter,"
has an opposite effect. After each cycle it de-
creases all the stimulus values. However, all
are not decreased equally. If a stimulus value
is high it means that it has recently played
a part in an active nerve circuit. While that
circuit is still active the stimulus values
should slowly build up, and the pattern will
be consequently reinforced. However, as soon
as that circuit ceases to act, the values should
decay quickly to a mean value, so that the
circuit will not start up again immediately.
But the decay must not proceed so far that
the circuit cannot be reactivated easily. After
reaching this mean value, decay must proceed
more and more slowly as the stimulus value
gets smaller, so that the circuit is never lost
permanently.

The synapse routine itself considers each
postsynaptic fiber separately. There are four
subroutines, any one of which can indicate a
sufficiency of stimulation and result in a fir-
ing. The first routine simply counts the num-
ber of active afferent nerves and checks if
this exceeds threshold 1. If not, the next rou-
tine tallies the stimulus values of the affer-
ent nerves to see if their sum exceeds thresh-
old 2. The third routine determines whether
the end buttons of any three active afferents
have contiguous end buttons on the cell soma.
This is considered a sufficient stimulation.

The last routine is a compromise of the pre-
vious two. It looks for the two contiguous
active afferents, and if these two exist their
stimulus values are summed and compared
with a fourth threshold value, which is, of
course, lower than threshold 2. It is obvious
that no real synapse operates in this man-
ner, but it is the purpose of this study to
indicate only prototypically how the kinds
of factors operating at a synapse may be
simulated on a computer.

At present, the only net which has been
processed is a net of 16 neurons, each con-
nected to an average of five others. About
45,000 IPL instructions are executed in the
setting up of the random net, and each firing
cycle takes about 7,000 executions. In a net
of this size activity initiated at one or several
points either spreads through the net or de-
cays to quiescence, but the net is not large
enough to allow for differentiated nerve cir-
cuits. The time of processing increases very
rapidly with increase in net size. Therefore,
a much larger net is being prepared for simu-
lation on the faster IBM 7090.
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An IPL 5 Program for Formal Integration
Using Tables, Herbert Hauer, Uni-
versity oj California, Berkeley.

INTRODUCTION

The research herein described is concerned
with mechanizing a process commonly per-
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formed by humans, viz., given an (indefinite)
integral and given a table of integrals, evalu-
ate the integral when it is possible to do so
using the table. We shall call this process
"integration using tables," or simply "inte-
gration" for short.

Clearly integration using tables involves
table lookup. But it is a different kind of
table lookup from what is ordinarily thought
of as a mathematical table lookup (nor is it
the same as dictionary lookup). One does not
interpolate, for example, to evaluate an in-
tegral not found in the table. On the other
hand one table entry stands for a whole class
of integrals: the entry faxdx, for example, in
some sense evaluates f Sudu as well as many
other integrals. Put another way, an as-
sistant with very little mathematical training
could be taught to use efficiently a table of
the sine

function,

say, with little instruction.
Teaching the same assistant to use efficiently
a table of integrals would require considerable
instruction. Or again, mechanizing the former
process on a digital computer is commonplace;
mechanizing the latter is not.

OVERVIEW

Given an integral, even one in the given
table, how do we go about finding it? The
table has an order which we may call its
reading order; but clearly it would be inef-
ficient to compare the given integral with
each table entry successively. Most tables
(and we assume this true of our given table)
are divided into sections. For example, one
section might contain only rational algebraic
combinations of x and (a -\- bx) , another
might contain only rational algebraic com-
binations of x and \/fl + bx, all of the trig-
onometric forms may be grouped together in
a third section, and so on. A reasonable pro-
cedure would be to leaf through the table (or
its table of contents, if it has one) until we
come to a promising section before starting
to make detailed comparisons of the given
integral with the table entries. Even then,
glancing through the section might indicate
that integrals of a type similar to the one of
interest were not at the beginning of the
section, so we would do some more skimming
before settling down to detailed comparisons.

In short, at each stage we single out a promis-
ing subsection of the preceding section for
further investigation.

Just how we go about "singling out" these
subsections is an interesting question in itself.
The program about to be described makes no
attempt to simulate human behavior in this
respect. The simulation goes only this far:
at each stage the program does single out a
subsection.

PROGRAM

Ideally, the program should accept in-
tegrals in a form as close to that given to a
human as the hardware of the machine al-
lows. Limitations of time have forced me to
compromise on this point. However, it will be
clear that a routine could be written which
would accept integrals in such a form and
process them so that they are in the form now
required by the program.

As it is, the program is written for an IPL
5 machine and requires that an integral be
input as a list structure organized in the fol-
lowing way. First the integral sign is re-
placed by a machine symbol (L 99). This
symbol is set as the name of a list structure,
so that the structure, strictly speaking, repre-
sents the integrand alone. Now the integrand,
as a mathematical expression, has a primary
operation associated with it, e.g.,

-f-,

— , X,
/, sine, \J , log. That is, the integrand is
an expressed sum, or an expressed product,
or an expressed logarithm, etc. The operands,
of course, may themselves be mathematical
expressions of arbitrary complexity; but again
each of them has an associatedprimary opera-
tion.

The next step is to symbolize the primary
operation and its associated operand (s), and
to list them. The primary operation goes into
the head of the list and is followed by the
operand(s). If an operand itself is an ex-
pressed operation then it should be given a
local name and the sublist to which it refers
is given the same structure as the main list;
otherwise the operand should be given a re-
gional name. Proceeding in this way, we can
structure any integral as a finite tree. As an
illustration the integral

(1)/[sec x tan x -f- er ]adx
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where a is an arbitrary constant, could be
structured as shown in Figure 1.

Note that each node is an operation ex-
cept for possibly terminal nodes. The "con-
stant" operation with operand 5 is just the
constant 5. The "variable" operation has as
operand always the variable of integration,
which is omitted for simplicity. Note also we
have restricted ourselves to operations tak-

ing at most two operands so that, as in the
present case, some preliminary associating is

necessary.

This restriction is not essential.
Now we need to construct an index for

our table. It has as many headings as there
are primary operations. For example, if the
primary operation is -J-, it will send us to
section 1 ; if the primary operation is —, it
will send us to section 2, and so on. But why

Figure I. TREE STRUCTURE OF INTEGRAL (I)
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stop there? Why not have a similar index for
each section? Reflection will show that if we
are willing to construct our own table we may
have the table itself act as its own index.
This can be done rather efficiently on the
IPL 5 machine as follows:

The table itself is a list structure, with
each list in the form of a description list.
The "attributes" on each of these description
lists are theprimary operations; the "values"
are the names of lists which are either them-
selves sublists of the table, i.e., further de-
scription lists, or else list structures which
evaluate the integral.

The head of each table list contains the
name of a process to be performed if the list
itself does not contain the operation in ques-
tion as an attribute. For example, the main
list of the table does not contain the at-
tribute "addition." In its head, however, it
names a routine which divides the given in-
tegrand into its two summands and proceeds
to look up each of these in the table; if it
evaluates these, it outputs the sum of their
evaluations as answer. Another such process
named in a sublist head is one to commute
two factors if the first one is not found in the
appropriate table sublist. An example of an
extreme process is the one which "gives up."
(A more refined procedure would name in the
head a list of processes to try, with provision
for marking these procedures after they have
been tried.)

With the table structured as indicated, it
is easy to see how the program proceeds: it
works down the integral list structure (using
a generator)

;

at each entry it looks for a
match in the table; if a match is found, either
the integral is evaluated (value = regional
name) or the next sublist to consult is indi-
cated (value = local name); if no match is

found,

a process is recommended. The pro-
gram terminates when either the integral is
completely evaluated or one of the recom-
mended processes is the "give up" process.

EXAMPLE

The following is a description of how the
present program evaluated the integral:

First of all, the integral was input as the
following list structure (the meaning of each
regional name follows it in parentheses):

The primary operation in the integrand
was M 1. This has the value 9-1 in the table,
so next S 1 was looked up in sublist 9-1.

G999-1
K I
9-60
Tl
9-36
M 1
9-68 0

S 1 is not in sublist 9-1, hence operation
G 99 was performed, which commutes the
order of the factors following the symbol M 1
and again tries to look up the first factor—
this time the symbol K I—in1—in 9-1. K 1 is inf [sec % tan x -)- eJ']adx.

E99 Ml (multiplication)
9-1
9-2 0

9-1 5 1 (addition)
9-3
9-4 0

9-3 M 1 (multiplication)
9-5
9-6 0

9-5 S3 0 (secant)
9-6 T2 0 (tangent)
9-4 A' 1 (exponentiation)

9-7
9-8 0

9-7 K 1 (constant)
£0 0 (e)

9-8 V 1 0 (variable)
9-2 A' 1 (constant)

A 0 0 (a)

The table of integrals list structure is
named T 98 and has a main sublist which
begins as follows:

E9B GB7
K I
9-15
M I
9-1
X 1
9-3
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sublist 9-1 and has the value 9-60. Sublist
9-60 of the table:

G9B 09-60

has no attributes whatsoever. Attempting to
look up AO in 9-60 recommends process
G 98, which factors the constant AO outside
the integral and attempts to integrate the sec-
ond factor; i.e., it tests 9-1 as the integrand
and starts looking it up in T 98 again, etc.

The program continued in this fashion
until the integrand was completely evaluated.

RECOG, A Computer Program for the
Automatic Scanning of Bubble
Chamber Photographs, Mark W.
Ilorovitz, University of California,
Berkeley.

INTRODUCTION

Bubble chambers form one of the main
experimental tools of high energy particle
physics. In these chambers, bubbles are
formed along the tracks of ionizingparticles.
Stereo photographs of the chamber are
taken. Tracks on the film are measured and
analyzed to obtain data on the interaction
of elementary particles. A bubble chamber
installation may produce several million
photographs per year. Consequently a high-
speed data analysis system is necessary to
process all the information contained in the
photos.

At present, a projected image of the film
is scanned by a technician in order to locate
the tracks to be measured and analyzed. The
object of the work presented is to demon-
strate a computer program which can identify
particle tracks on bubble chamber photo-
graphs. No emphasis is placed on scanning
in the most efficient possible way. This would
become a matter for concern at a later stage
of development.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

One method of automatic scanning con-
sists of the following sequence of processes:

1. Digitizing. A moving spot of light scans
the film, producing a pattern of "zeros" at
points on the film where the optical density

is less than some value and "ones" where
the density is greater than this value.

2. Track identification. One or more points
on each continuous track section are iden-
tified.

3. Track following. Starting at the iden-
tified points, the tracks are followed to their
ends or until a large gap is encountered.

4. Fitting. The separate track segments
are fitted together and the parameters of a
curve that fits the tracks are computed.

5. Selection. Select those tracks which are
to be processed further. Methods for accom-
plishing items (3) and (4) have been de-
scribed by Innes (1960).

The core of the RECOG program is a
method of identifying line segments and thus
accomplishing process 2. The program con-
stitutes only one part of a complete system.
However. RECOG can be tested by permit-
ting it to operate over the whole picture
area. This should produce a picture contain-
ing all "clear" track segments.

The RECOG program also includes a num-
ber of other functions which are required
in a complete system.

The program is divided into a FORTRAN/
SAP input-output section and an IPL 5
processing section. The input conversion rou-
tine prepares an IPL list containing a de-
scription of the bit pattern. For each con-
tinuous series of "ones" on a scan line, the
list contains the X co-ordinates of the left
most "one" together with the number of
"continuous ones." The output routine con-
verts the lists prepared by the RECOG pro-
gram to a bit pattern which can be printed
for visual inspection. The output of this
routine conforms to the format of the original
input data tape.

The main RECOG program
The first function performed by this IPL

5 program is to build a list structure. The
input data are classified according to the
number of continuous ones, and the line
number on which they occur. The basic proc-
ess by which track recognition is performed
in RECOG is a search for line segments.
The picture is divided into sections. A line
of each section is scanned for black points
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(ones). Each such point found initiates a
search for line segments.

A test is made for a vertical line segment
passing through the initiation point. An ac-
ceptable line segment contains more than a
certain number of black points in a vertical
zone five [joints wide, centered about the in-
itiation point. The zone width and picture
section size are chosen so that all tracks
with radius of curvature greater than some
value and ionization density above some level
are accepted.

In order to apply this test to nonvertical
tracks, the picture section is tilted. This is
accomplished by incrementing the X co-ordi-
nates on different lines by varying amounts.
In this way, tracks passing through the in-
itiation point at different angles, are in turn
brought to the vertical position.

ln order to apply the method described
to highly curved tracks, we must reduce the
length of the track segments to be tested.
This reduces the discrimination of the proc-
ess against noise. To overcome this difficulty,
scanning for highly curved tracks is carried
out after high momentum tracks and "iden-
tifiable noise" have been removed from the
input data. Also, a crude form of track fol-
lowing is used to increase the selectivity of
the process. Fiducial marks are detected by
searching for straight line segments of speci-
fied length in certain well-localized areas of
the picture.

BACKGROUND NOISE

Isolated dark spots can be ignored; they
do not interfere appreciably with track de-
tection. "Fixed features" (thermocouples,
flare spots, etc.) can be eliminated by a table
lookup procedure. Electron spirals often in-
terfere with track detection. It is not feasible
to detect electron spirals by reconstructing
their tracks. A combination of the following
conditions will identify many electron spirals:
(1 ) number of "ones" per area is greater than
some level, (2) number of 01 pairs per area
is greater than some level, and (3) the pres-
ence of several neighboring short track seg-
ments.

OVER-ALL PROCESS

It is realized that certain refinements have
to be added at a later stage. For instance, a
careful search for short tracks emanating
from a vertex may be necessary. Note that
data points are removed from the "picture"
only after they have been positively iden-
tified. Any "doubtful" tracks are left in the
picture. The amount of data left in the pic-
ture after one complete scanning sequence
will be much reduced.

Therefore,

repetition
of the scanning process should permit the
resolution of some of the "doubtful" cases
left by the first scan.

In the system described, all functions be-
yond digitizing the data are carried out by a
computer program. It is apparent that many
of these functions could be carried out more
efficiently by special purpose equipment. The
RECOG program could be useful for simu-
lating the operation of such equipment and
in exploring the feasibility of alternative
methods of scanning.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Program development will follow the stages
outlined below:
1. Flow charting of program
2. Simulation of operations using digitized

pictures
3. Coding of the line search process
4. Testing of the line search process
5. Completionof output section of RECOG
6. Completionof the output-input program
7. Add "search for highly curved tracks"
8. Add "search for fiducial marks"

Items 1, 2, and 3 have been carried out.

A more detailed description of the program
is found in memo No. 282, Lawrence Radia-
tion Laboratory, University of California,
Berkeley.
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The Procrustes Program: Producing Di-
rect Rotation to Test a Hypothe-
sized Factor Structure, John R.
Hurley and Raymond B. Cattell, Uni-
versity of Illinois.

SETTING OF THE PROBLEM

Rotation, the final and sometimes fatal
step in a factor analytic experiment, may
serve one of three purposes:

1. To make factors coincide with some
preconceived criteria set by the experimenter,
e.g., as in "criterion rotation" (Eysenck,
1950), which aligns a factor with the direc-
tion of difference between two groups.

2. To discover new structure in new data
by following one of the two major principles
for independent,unique resolution; (a) simple
structure (Tucker, 1953; Thurstone, 1954)
or (b) contactor (proportional profiles) rota-
tion (Cattell, in press). No computer program
has yet been constructed for the latter, since
certain difficulties remain to be overcome
(Cattell and Cattell, 1955), but a variety of
propositions and programs (Barlow and
Burt, 1954; Mosier, 1939; Neuhaus and
Wrigley, 1954) exist for analytically finding
simple structure. Some, unfortunately, are
restricted to an orthogonal outcome, incom-
patible with the best approximation to simple
structure; but others, such as oblimax (Saun-
ders, 1961), minimax (Carroll, 1953) and
maxplanc (Cattell and Muerle, 1960) are
free to reach either oblique or orthogonal
simple structure, according to the needs of
the data.

3. To test hypotheses, by seeing how well
the factor patterns obtainable from a given
set of data will fit a previously stated hypoth-
esis as to what the factor patterns should
be. (The hypothesis about the number of
factors will normally already have been
checked before this stage is reached.)

This paper is concerned with the theory,
mathematics, and computer implementation
of the third purpose. The authors had al-
ready essentially solved the problem when
Ahmavaara's independent solution appeared
(1957) and had deposited the program with
the University of Illinois Digital Computer
Library in February of 1957. Publication was

delayed for two reasons: (1) to accumulate
substantive experience with the method, and
(2) to introduce such statistical checks for
judging the success of the achieved hypothe-
sis-matching as would stop abuses through
false claims of hypothesis confirmation. Ex-
cept for these developments, and the provision
of a working computer program, our solu-
tion and Ahmavaara's are essentially the
same.

REQUIREMENTS FOR HYPOTHESES
TESTING

In principle it was proposed that hypoth-
eses would require that the investigator
write out a rotated factor matrix which con-
tains the number of factors and variables in
the experiment, as well as the loading pattern
by which he defines the hypothesis, or hy-
potheses. A calculation would then be made
transforming (rotating) the experimentally
obtained unrotated (centroid or principal
components) matrix to the best possible
(least squares) fit to the hypothesized ma-
trix. A statistical test would then be made to
determine the likelihood, by chance, of a fit
being reached of the obtained degree of good-
ness.

The statement of the hypothesis could be
based either on reasoning outside factor ana-
lytic evidence, e.g., on the principles of
physics, as in the Cattell-Dickman ball prob-
lem (in press), or on earlier exploratory factor
analyses in the given domain, if a fairly
precise pattern can be inferred from their
central tendency. A delicate theoretical issue
arises in this stating of the hypothesis. For
theresearcher can either be allowed to benefit
from the knowledge of the communalities al-
ready obtained in the first stages of the new
experiment and state his loadings within this

framework,

i.e., so that they sum to the given
communalities for each variable, or he can
state them without this guidance. There are
arguments for each method, and we would
not conclude definitely that one is better.
But in any use of this method it should be
clearly stated which method is being used,
and the statistical tests should take cognizance
of the larger degrees of freedom in the latter
case.
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It might be objected that the latter, "un-
guided" procedure is in any case unworkable
since one might inadvertently, or out of
naivete, write down a series of loadings
which produce a communality greater than
one for a given variable. This overlooks the
fac' that our program was specifically de-
signed from the beginning for the usual and
indispensable conditions holding for oblique
factors (including orthogonality as a special
case). Thus, providing the investigatorknows
enough not to posit a correlation greater than
unity (for any variable with any factor), any
values are in principle possible for the series
of correlations of a given variable (a series
of, say. 0.96's would simply require that the
factors be highly correlated). On the other
hand, it would be possible to hypothesize cor-
relations for a series of variables over a series
of factors that are statistically, internally
impossible. But here it may be said that an
investigator should be free to state absurd,
internally inconsistent hypotheses, such as a
great number of arm-chair theories are bound
to be. However, considerations of such pos-
sible restrictions do bring out what is often
overlooked, i.e., that a statement of a factor
hypothesis with oblique conditions implies
and demands definition both of (a) the load-
ing or correlation pattern for each factor,
and (b) the correlations among factors (while
(c). the number of factors, must be considered
independently tested beforehand).

Although it has so far not been usual to
require a statement of the expected correla-
tions between factors in the hypothesis, our
Procrustes method enables such hypotheses
to be tested, though with priority to the pat-
tern. For, having stated (a) the hypothetical
factor pattern, V/}„ and (b) the matrix of
intercorrelation between factors Ch the in-
vestigator uses the program first to reach the
best possible fit to the pattern; and only then
does he examine the factor intercorrelations
which achieve this, against his hypothesized
Cf. Some might prefer a compromise solu-
tion which balances goodness of fit on Vf „
and Cf simultaneously. The other possible
choice mentioned above, namely,of permitting
or not permitting the person stating the hy-
pothesis to adjust his loadings (transformed
to orthogonality) by bringing the sum of their

squares to the discovered communalities of
the actual experiment, has not been included
in our design, because this also seems to be
throwing away part of the independence of
the hypothetical statement.

DESIGN OF THE PROGRAM

A number of approaches have been made
to the problem of transforming one factor
matrix to closest agreement with another, or
a derivative of another. There are various
advantages and disadvantages in assumptions,
ease of computation, etc., in each of those
proposed by Ahmavaara (1957), Cattell and
Cattell (1955), and Tucker (1951). Our pro-
cedure takes the orthogonal, unrotatedfactor
matrix, VO, and sets out the hypothesis with
which it is to be brought into maximum
possible congruence, stated in the form of
correlations of the variables with the refer-
ence vectors, i.e., by the matrix Vrs. This
choice of the reference vector structure from
among the six main possible dimension pro-
files (Cattell, in press) has certain advan-
tages, including the fact that the simple struc-
ture of the hypothesis will show up as a lot
of zero entries in the matrix Vrs . The problem
is now to find the transformation matrix \ c

in the following equation that will transform
V„ to VrS', where Vn> is the closest possible fit
to V„.

VX=V,y. (I)

Premultiplying by V„' we get:

(2)

and thence,

(3)

What we actually possess as the source of
our solution, however, is not VrS

',

but a state-
ment of the hypothesis presented in Vrs - The
transformation matrix (which we will call
E) that would give Vra - is not, as such trans-
formation matrices usually are. normalized
as to columns. We may obtain it from:

(4)

and then normalize its columns, upon which
it will become lx and give the VrS' solution re-
quired in equation (1), i.e., the approxima-

VO 'VX = VJVrt

1,.= (VZVu)-'Vu'Vr

i,.= (v,;v0)-wB'v,
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tion, in a least squares sense, to the hypoth-
esized reference vector matrix.

The computations programmed for the solu-
tion consist of:

1 . Transpositionof V„ to get V'„
2. Matrix multiplication V,'V„
3. Inversion of the matrix from 2
4. Two matrix multiplications: (a) bv VJ

and (b) by V„.
5. Normalization of the columns of the

resulting A,
6. Matrix multiplication of V„ by the \x

thus obtained.
This program has been used over the last

five years in our Laboratory of Personality
Assessment and Group Behavior, on prob-
lems varying in size from 8 variables by 3
factors to 100 variables by 20

factors,

and
on data varying from objective personality
measures, through sociological and physio-
logical measures to high-reliability physical
measurements (Cattell and Dickman, in
press; Cattell and

Sullivan,

this issue). The
total time required has proved to be prac-
ticable—from about five minutes for the
smaller of the above-mentioned problems to
about 40 minutes for the larger one. No un-
toward problems have been encountered in
the running of the program.

DISCUSSION
It will be recalled that the Greek hero The-

seus encountered in his wanderings a charac-
ter called Procrustes, whose beds fitted all
travelers. Those who were too short for his
beds he cruelly stretched and those who were
too tall he cut down to size. If an investiga-
tor is satisfied—as many are—to announce
that the fit is good, from visual judgment,
then this program lends itself to the brutal
feat of making almost any data fit almost
any hypothesis! Because of this possible pro-
clivity we gave the code name Procrustes to
this program,for this reference describes what
it does, for better or worse.

To publish widely a program which per-
mits any tyro, by pressing a computer button,
to seem to verify any theory, is as irrespon-
sible as loosing opium on the open market.

That computers and their programs can be
a real danger to proper values and directions
in research must already be evident in sev-
eral fields. For example, there has begun, and
will doubtless continue, a spate of quick
journal publications, apparently unhindered
by editors, of "orthogonal simple structure"
solutions by Kaiser's Varimax program
(1958). This neatly worked out program was
certainly intended by its author for the un-
common case in which simple structure and
orthogonality are compatible, or as a pre-
liminary to final obliqueadjustment by visual
rotation, or his own effective oblique Binor-
mamin program (Kaiser and Dickman, 1959).
But the extreme facility of application of
Varimax, plus a lack of forewarnings in its
publication, has led to a great number of man
hours of research ending in nothing—or
worse—when the factor analytically unquali-
fied psychologist or editor accepts, as uniquely
meaningful, the machine-given answer. The
obviously still vaster possibilities of abuse in
Procrustes constituted a major reason, as ex-
plained above, for our abstaining from early
publication. Fortunately, statistical signifi-
cance tests of goodness of fit have been devel-
oped by forced marches in the meantime,
which make it possible to supply an antidote
along with the drug, or a means of detection
along with a means of crime. Though still
admittedly imperfect, the tests of Barlow and
Burt (1954), Cattell and Baggaley (1960),
Kaiser (1958), and Tucker (1953) give a
basis for evaluation. When a Procrustean fit
that might satisfy the eye—and such as has
been quoted as verification of a favored hy-
pothesis—can be challenged by such statis-
tical significance tests, the danger of abuse
of Procrustes has passed.

Actually, we have found this program to
have many uses besides that of direct hypoth-
esis testing. For example, when a blind
visual rotation seems to be approaching final-
ity, but the hyperplane is still broad and
fuzzy, we have written a Procrustes matrix
in which these putative hyperplane variables
are all exactly zero and have then let Pro-
crustes "tidy up" by pulling them all into
a truly narrow hyperplane which can then
be tested for significance. This has close re-
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semblance in intention to Thurstone's single
plane rotation method (1954) and has the
same limitation, namely, that one may in-
clude a variable which, strictly speaking, does
not belong. Another helpful role for Procrustes
has been to shift the centroid matrix as soon
as it is obtained, in a field where the main
structure has longbeen known (based on a se-
ries of initial blind rotations), to an approxi-
mately correct position. From that, the final
determination of the best simple structure
for the sample, by Rotoplot (Cattell and
Foster, in press), can be made quickly, with
economy of effort. In new fields where one
has already found the apparently maximized
simple structure by blind rotation, yet another
use has been the writing out of some almost
random alternatives putatively aiming at bet-
ter simple structure, to see if such higher
maxima actually exist anywhere. Finally, one
should not despise theconvenience which Pro-
crustes offers in cases where someone has pro-
ceeded from a centroid to a final rotated
position and has either failed to publish, or
has even lost the transformation matrix. A„.
On more than one occasion we have been glad
of Procrustes' out-of-character benevolence in
retrieving a lost lambda. References to experi-
ence with Procrustes primarily in hypothesis
testing will be found in the recent monograph
surveying fifteen years of consecutive studies
of personality factors (Hundleby, Pawlik, and

Cattell,

in press).
Although, as stated above, devices now

exist for testing the statistical significance of
the goodness of fit of an achieved to an hy-
pothesized factor matrix, this problem still ur-
gently needs much greater attention from
mathematical statisticians than it has re-
ceived. Burt has tackled the matter para-
metrically, through correlation of the loading
patterns of putatively matching

factors,

and
this approach is currently being followed up
by Kaiser, Tucker, and Wrigley. Cattell
(1949b) and Cattell and Baggaley (1960)
have pursued the nonparametric approach in
their salient variable similarity index, 5. The
aptness of the results of this index has been
examined in a number of studies (Cattell.
1957; Hundleby, Pawlik, and Cattell, in
press). But these are the merest beginnings.
Still needed is a thorough logical and sta-

tistical treatment of the goodness of fit prob-
lem which includes (a) the number of factors
expected, (b) the correlation among the

factors,

(c) some adjustment to communali-
ties in the particular sample, and (d) a
statement simultaneously of factor structure
and factor pattern (Cattell, in press).
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COMPUTER PROGRAM ABSTRACTS

IBM 7070 t-Test Program for Independent
Groups, A. W. Bendig, University of Pitts-
burgh, Pittsburgh 13, Pa. (CPA 64)

Description: This program computes means,
standard deviations, r-tests between sample
means, and F-tests of the sample variances for
two independent samples of subjects (equal or
unequal N's) on up to 999 variables. Input
data (one- to three-digit scores) is on punched
cards with one or more cards per subject and
up to IS variables on each card. Printed output
(two-decimal-place accuracy) gives N's of both
groups, and, for each variable, means, standard
deviations, and an F-test. The program
is self-restoring so that different pairs of groups
can be processed sequentially without reloading
the program.

Computer: IBM 7070 with 10K core storage,
floating-point arithmetic, on-line card reader
and printer. Program Language: Modified Four-
Tape Autocorder. Comment: The data card
format is identical with G. Lotto's IBM 7070
CORR2 intercorrelation program. Consequently,
groups of data cards prepared for CORR2 can
be processed by the present program.

IBM 7070 Program for Normalized Varimax
Factor Rotation, A. W. Bendig, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 13, Pa. (CPA 65)

Description: The program rotates the factor
loadings of V variables on F factors (2 V =£j
130, 2 F 20) to orthogonal simple struc-
ture, using Kaiser's normalized varimax cri-
terion. Fixed or floating-point input can be from
tapes or punched cards. The optional card out-
put of the principal axis factor analysis program
(Bendig. 1962) may be used as input. Pairs of
factors are rotated by an iterative process
(Kaiser, 1959) until all pairs are stabilized with-
in either a programmed tolerance value (angle
of rotation of less than ten minutes) or a value
read in from the control card. The normalized
varimax criterion value is printed at the end of
each cycle of F(F-l)/2 pairs of rotations and

the rotated factor loadings and transformation
matrix at the end of the final cycle. The program
may be modified to use the straight varimax
(unnormalized) criterion.

Computer: IBM 7070 with 10K core storage,
floating-point arithmetic, on-line card reader and
printer, optional tape units. Programming Lan-
guage: modified Four-Tape Autocoder.

References:

Bendig, A. W. IBM 7070 program for prin-
cipal axis factor analysis. Behav. Sci.,
1962, 7, 126-127.

Kaiser, H. F. Computer program for varimax
rotation in factor analysis. Educ. psychol.
Measmt., 1959, 19, 413-420.

A Bendix G-ISD Program for Numerical Math-
ematical Analysis, Donald L. Whitley, The
Dow Chemical Company, Engineering & Con-
struction Services Division, Freeport. Texas.
(CPA 65)

Description: The program computes the fol-
lowing (singularly or together) :

1. Correlates 3 to 10 sets of (x h y,) into a
power series polynomial, i.e., curve fitting.

Method: Power Series (Sherwood & Reed,
1939, p. ISS).

2. Computes the following at selected values
of x t :

(a) Value of the polynomial,

/(*)
Method: Power series polynomial (Sherwood

& Reed. 1939. p. 185).

(b) First and second derivatives,

m -m
Method: First and second derivatives of New-

ton's Forward Interpolation Formula (Scarbo-
rough. 1955. p. 55; Sokolnikoff &

Redheffer,

1958, p. 698).
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0.90.24 1.1
1.79.7 0.510

Computer: Bendix G-15D. 2K drum, 1 tape.
Program language: Intercom 101. Running
time: Typical time requirements shown in Table
1. Time is minutes of computing time per in-
crement of x or set of a-, where

fl;

are power se-
ries polynomial coefficients. A manual for this
program will be published by the American Insti-
tute of Chemical Engineers, 25 West 45th Street.
New Vork 36. N.Y., if sufficient interest de-
velops. Reprinted from Chem. Eng. Prog., 1961.
57.

9,

74-76 where it was program 080.

References:

Sherwood. T. K. & Reed. O E. Applied
mathematics in chemical engineering.
New York:

McGraw-Hill,

1939.
Scarborough. J. B. Numerical mathematical

analysis. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins,
1955.

Sokolnikoff, I.

S.,

& Redheffer, R. M. Mathe-
matics ot physics and modern engineer-
ing. New' York:

McGraw-Hill,

1958.

An IBM 704 FORTRAN Program for an
Equation of Third Degree Polynomial with
Three Variables, DonaldL. Whitley, The Dow
Chemical Company, Engineering & Construc-
tion Services Division, Freeport, Texas. (CPA
66)

3.70.61.90.9
6.51.13.41.7

Description: The program computes the equa-
tion of a third degree polynomial with three
variables, i.e.. the equation of a "family of
curves." A third degree polynomial with three
variables may be written as

y< = LE, +hOO + h (>,)- + Z>3 (zi)EI
+O0 [bi(, +b u (z : ) + bl2 O02 + 613 O0 3]
+ oo2 [&2o +hioo + y-i oo2 + y-i oo3i
+ (xd»

\b,

u + b :n (z,) + 632 (S,)- + &33 OO8]
(1)

There are 16 unknown equation coefficients, i.e.,
b„. b x . b M). and b s3. These are calculated by set-
ting up 16 simultaneous equations from the 16
sets of

%

lt y,. and zx data input.

These equations are solved by the method of
elimination.

Computer: Bendix

G-15D,

2K drum, 1 tape.
Program Language: Intercom 101. Running
Time: Equation coefficients of curve, i.e., b„. b t .

No. of Sets f ( , (Jlz\ (fly) J Inherent J J
(xi y, ) Input (7, J \ dxt / \ dx,2 / a Error a a

Time. Minutes

y_ - \b„ +b, (z,) +b2 (zj-+b3 OO3] +. ...632 0l) 2 +&83 0l)3] (xi)3 (1)

y., = \btl + b_ (Z,) +E, (Z.,)~ + h (Z'E 3] +
bS2 (z2)2 + 633 O2)3] O2)3 (2)

Vie =IK + b_ (z16) +62 Oie)2 + h 016)3]
+ ....63 2 0i8)2 + &33 oie)3] Oie)3 (16)

(c) Value of definite integral, (e) Double integration
b b b
I y-tdx f (y-didx — f (y 2)idx

" a a
Method: Simpson's Rule (Scarborough. 1955. Method: Simpson's Rule (Scarborough. 1955,

p. 132 l. .
( d ) Inherent error in Simpson's Rule, E_..„ .. , T, , , ... 3. Interpolation (between tabular values!.Method: Fourth derivative of Stirling s In-

terpolation Formula (Scarborough, 1955, p. Method: Power series (Sherwood & Reed.
178). 1939. p. 185).

TABLE 1
Running Time

b b b
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c

—b

3O

, and b33 : 22]/2 minutes. Value of yt after
equation coefficients are known : 5 seconds.

A manual for this program will be published
by the American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers, 25 West 45th

Street,

New York 36,
N.Y., if sufficient interest develops. Reprinted
from Chem. Eng. Prog. 1961, 57, 10, 102 where
it was program 079.

A Bendix G-15D Program to Compute Arc
Length, Donald L. Whitley, The Dow Chem-
ical Company, Engineering & Construction
Services Division, Freeport, Texas. (CPA 67)

Description: The program computes the finite
length of curvilinear lines. A power series poly-
nomial is computed from sets of input data
(E f, y.j) taken from the curvilinear line. This
polynomial is used to calculate closely spaced
(x{, yj) points. The distance between adjacent
points is computed as the hypotenuse, with x
and y as two sides of a right triangle. The sum
of the incremental hypotenuses is the arc length.
An approximate length is

5 (arc length)

When the number of division points is increased
indefinitely while the lengths of the individual
segments tend to zero, the exact length is ob-
tained.

Computer: Bendix G-15D, 2K drum. 1 tape.
Program Language: Intercom 101. Running
Time: Time required depends primarily on the
number of sets of input data (xh y,) taken from
the curvilinear line.

Number of (x_, yj)
Sets of Input Data

Time
Required

1.1 minutes
9.7 minutes

4
10

Time required for computing hypotenuse after
correlation coefficients of line have been com-
puted: 11 seconds.

A manual for this program will be published
by the American Institute of Chemical En-
gineers, 25 West 45th Street, New York 36,
N.Y., if sufficient interest develops. Reprinted
from Chem. Eng. Prog., 1961, 57, 9, 74 where
it was program 078.

BIMED, a Series of Statistical Programs for
the IBM 709, Part 1, W. J. Dixon, University
of California at Los Angeles (CPA 68-93)

Under the direction of W. J. Dixon a series
of statistical programs has been developed at
the Division of Biostatistics of the Department
of Preventive Medicine and Health of the
School of Medicine. University of California at
Los Angeles. The work was supported by Con-
tract SA-43-ph-3039 of the National Chemo-
therapy Service Center of the National Cancer
Institute. These abstracts were prepared by
Steven G. Vandenberg.

BIMED 1. Life table and survival rate. (CPA
68)

The program computes a selected period sur-
vival rate, its standard error, and effective sample
size. It also computes selected survival rates
and their standard errors with combinations of
several cohorts. If desired, the program can
compute survival rales and their standard errors
for successively reduced periods.

Reference:

Cutler. S. J.. & Ederer. F. Maximum utiliza-
tion of the life table method in analyzing
survival. J. Chron. Diseases, 1958, 8, 699-
-712.

BIMED 2. Component analysis (CPA 69)

This program computes, for up to 25 vari-
ables: (1) correlations, (2) eigenvalues, in-
cluding cumulative proportion of total variance,
(3 ) eigenvectors (principal components of
standardized data), and (4) rank order of each
standardized case, ordered by size of each prin-
cipal component separately.

BIMED 3. Regression on primary principal
components (CPA 70)

This program is an extension of BIMED 2
and computes, in addition, (5) coefficients of
regression using up to 20 orthogonal components
as independent variables for each dependent
variable. (6) reduction in sum of squares of
residuals due to the use of these orthogonal
components. (7) coefficients of the regression
equation when only first, first two. first three,
and all components are used as independent vari-
ables, with each component expressed in terms
of standardized data.

Reference:
Kendall, M. G. .4 course in multivariate anal-

ysis. New York:

Hafner,

1957.

=_V (AxJ 2 + (Ay,0 2

S (arc length)
n

= I'm S\/ (Ax,,)- -)- (Ay,,) 2 , »-»

00,

a= l
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BIMED 4. Discriminant analysis for up to 5
groups of different sizes and 25 variables
(CPA 71)

This program computes (1) means. (2) cross
products of deviations from means. (3) disper-
sion matrix, (4) inverse of dispersion matrix.
(5) coefficients and constants. (6) evaluation of
classification function for each individual, and
( 7 ) classification matrix. Maximum group size
accepted is 150.

Reference

Kendall. M. G. A course in multivariate anal-
ysis. New York: Hafner. 1957.

BIMED 5. Discriminant analysis for two

groups

(CPA 72)

This program computes a linear function which
discriminates best between two groups for
up to 2 5 variables for each individual. The cri-
terion of "best" is that the difference between
the mean indices for the two groups divided by
a pooled standard deviation of the indices is
maximized. The analysis may be repeated for
subsets of the variables. The program permits
logarithmic transformations (base 10) of any
variables. The groups may differ in size but not
exceed 150.

Reference:

Hoel. P. G. Introduction to matliematic sta-
tistics. New York: Wiley. 1954.

BIMED 6. Multiple regression and correlation
analysis no. 1 (CPA 73)

Up to 30 variables and 5000 cases can be
processed. Any variable can be named the de-
pendent variable. The maximum number of in-
dependent variables which can be deleted from
the equation at one time is 2&. The program can
make a log 10, square root or square transforma-
tion of any or all variables.
Reference:

Dixon. W. J., & Massey. F. J. Introduction to
statistical analysis. New York : McGraw-
Hill. 1957. pp. 275-278.

BIMED 7. Multiple regression and correlation
analysis no. 2 (CPA 74)

This program performs multiple regression
and correlation analyses by selecting different
combinations of subsamples, such as diagnostic
groups, types of treatment, etc.. for up to 30
variables and 28 subsamples. Total sample size

allowed is 32.000. the largest subsample. 5000.
Transformations can be made. Up to 2S inde-
pendent variables can be deleted.
Reference:

Dixon, W. J., & Massey. F. J. Introduction to
statistical analysis. New York : McGraw-
Hill. 1957. pp. 275-278.

BIMED 8. Polynomial regressions (CPA 75)

This program computes polynomial regres-
sions Y= A + BXX + B,X2 .. . BkXk , with
k specified by the Program Card but not ex-
ceeding

10,

for up to 500 observations.

BIMED 9. Step-wise multiple regression (CPA
76)

This program computes a multiple linear re-
gression equation for m sets of data containing
n Si 59 independent variables and one inde-
pendent variable. A weighting factor lE, can be
given to each set of observations. Regression
coefficients for k =E n variables significant at a
specified significance level are obtained, as well
as a number of intermediate regression equa-
tions, adding one variable at a time. The vari-
able added is each time the one making the
greatest improvement in the goodness of fit. A
log 10. square root, or square transformation
can be made for any or all variables. Variables
which are approximate linear combinations of
other independent variables are not entered into
the regression to prevent degeneracy.

BIMED 10. FORTRAN Subroutine: multiple
regression and correlation for 29 variables
(CPA 77)

This subroutine computes: (1) inverse of cor-
relation matrix, (2) multiple correlation coeffi-
cient, (3) standard error of estimate, (4) inter-
cept (Bu value), (5) joint regression coefficients.
(6) standard deviations of regression coefficients.
(7) /-values.
Reference:

Ostle, B. Statistics in research. lowa City:
lowa State College Press. 1954. Ch. 8.

BIMED 11. Analysis of variance no. 1 (CPA
78)

This program computes analysis of variance
for a complete factorial design for up to 8
variables with any number of replicates, and
the breakdown of sums of squares info orthog-
onal components for up to 4 variables, with
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i.

tables of interaction means bordered by column
and row means. The number of categories or
levels of any one variable may not exceed 999.
and the data in one replicate cannot exceed
20,000, i.e.. E,, E,, L3, ... Ln < 20,000 where
L f is level i of the n variables and n < 8. Trans-
formations of data can be performed.

Reference:

Scheffe. H. The analysis of variance. New
York: Wiley, 1959.

BIMED 12. Analysis of variance no. 2 (CPA
79)

This program is the same as BIMED 11, but
n s% 14. The number of interactions computed
may be limited by an entry on the Program
Card.
Reference :

Scheffe. H. The analysis of variance. New
York: Wiley, 1959.

BIMED 13. Analysis of covariance (CPA 80)

Two to six variables can be processed with as
many as 8 covariates for up to 999 replicates
and up to 999 levels, but L,. L.± . . . . L„ sj 20,000
where L-{ is level i of variables n 6. Trans-
formations of data can be performed.
Reference:

Scheffe. H. The analysis of variance. New
York: Wiley, 1959.

BIMED 14. General linear hypothesis (CPA
81)

This program analyzes the statistical sig-
nificance of independent variables for those ex-
perimental designs that can be formulated in
terms of a General Linear Hypothesis model.
Two general types of variables can be analyzed :
classification or analysis of variance variables
and regression variables or covariates.

The model may include p analysis of variance
variables and 9 covariates where p 60, q 60
and p+ q 60. The program can analyze un-
balanced analysis of variance and covariance de-
signs according to up to 9 stated hypotheses.
Data transformations are available.

BIMED 15. Data screening no. 1 (CPA 82)

This program checks data for later statistical
analyses by finding the form of their distribu-
tions, frequencies, and possible outliers for n

observation on p variables where n =E 2000.
p SO and np

s$

20,000. Data transformations
are available. Extreme values are printed out.

BIMED 16. Data screening no. 2 (CPA 83)

This program computes ( 1 ) frequency dis-
tributions. (2) means, variances, standard de-
viations, and standard errors of means for a
specified set of p variables conditioned on one
variable in the set, and (3) correlations for those
variables, where p 20 and n 650. Trans-
formations can be performed on any variable.

BIMED 17. Factor analysis (CPA 84)

This program computes for up to 80 variables
of any size sample (1) means and standard de-
viations, (2) correlations, (3) eigenvalues in-
cluding cumulative proportions of total variance,
(4) eigenvectors, (5) factor matrix, (6) factor
check matrix, (7) varimax rotated factor matrix.
(8) original and successive variances. (9) check
on communalities. Data transformations are
available for any variable.

Rotation can be performed for factors with
eigenvalues (1) greater than unity, (2) greater
than zero when ones are used in the diagonals
of the correlation matrix, or (3) greater than
zero when the squared multiple correlation of
each variable with the remaining is inserted in
the diagonal.

References :

Harman. H. H. Factor analysis. In A. Ralston
and H. W. If (Eds.). Mathematical meth-
ods for digital computers. New York:
Wiley. 1959, Ch. IS.

Kaiser. H. F. The varimax criterion for ana-
lytic rotation in factor analysis. Psycho-
metrika, 1958, 23, 187-200.

BIMED 18. FORTRAN subroutine for Vari-
max rotation "ROTATE" (CPA 85)

1. Main program Dimension statement:
DIMENSION A (100. 75), TV (50).
H (100). HD (100), HN (100)

2. Calling statement:
CALL ROTATE (A. N, L„ TV, H,
HN, HD, NV)

3. The subroutine provides the rotated matrix
A (N, L), the number of iteration cycles
NV, original communalities H (1) to H
(N), final communalities HN (1) to HN
(N), a column vector of the original vari-
ances in TV (2). and successive variances
in each iteration cycle to TV (NV). The
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ROTATE subroutine requires 1216 storage
locations and takes approximately K/i (NL)
seconds running time.

Reference:

Kaiser, H. F. The varimax criterion for ana-
lytic rotation in factor analysis. Psycho-
metrika, 1955, 23, 187-200.

BIMED 19. Varimax rotation (CPA 86)

This program performs the "varimax" orthog-
onal rotation of a factor matrix for up to 100
variables and 75 factors. The maximum number
of iteration cycles is 49.

Reference:

Kaiser, H. F. The varimax criterion for ana-
lytic rotation in factor analysis. Psycho-
metrika, 1958. 23, 187-200.

BIMED 20. Analysis of covariance no. 2 (CPA
37)

This program performs an analysis of covari-
ance with a single variable of classification and
unequal sample sizes. Subsamples and combina-
tions of subsamples can be selected from the
data. An analysis-of-variance table can be com-
puted for each subsample, or one table for the
combined groups. The maximum number of
groups is 1000, and 999 replicates are permitted.
The total sample size of all replicates cannot
exceed 32.000. The maximum number of sub-
samples is 500. The maximum number of sub-
samples in a combination is 23.

BIMED 21. Periodic regression (CPA 88)

This program performs periodic or harmonic
regression analysis by

The regressions are computed up to the har-
monic n specified in 6 ) or if a good fit is
achieved, the program stops after fewer terms.

An analysis-of-variable table is printed out
after each harmonic: an equal number of up to
20 replicates are required in each time interval
for this output. For analysis of covariance. only
a simple covariate is allowed at one time. The
maximum number of time intervals is 400.

Reference:

Bliss, C I. Periodic regression in biology and
climatology. Connecticut Agric. Exper.
Sta. Bull. 615, 1958.

BIMED 22. Cross-tabulation no. 1 (CPA 89)

This program makes cross-tabulations and
computes correlations for data which may be
used in later statistical analyses to find the form
of their distributions, outliers, etc. Positive in-
tegers on p variables for n cases are accepted
for n 1000, p 100. and np 16,000. Max-
imum and minimum values of each variable to
be cross-tabulated are specified with these re-
strictions

2 Sj max. y — min. x Sj 34
2 SJ max. y — min. y 99

where x and y are the absissa and ordinate. Up
to 50 values falling outside the specified range
for each variable are printed out under the
heading "Values not entered." If there are more
than 50 their number is printed. The maximum
frequency for each cross-tabulation cell is 999.
Greater frequencies are counted and listed under
a heading "Overflow frequencies" (with row and
column indices).

BIMED 23. Cross-tabulation no. 2 (CPA 90)

This is the same as BIMED 22. but no cor-
rections, np 20.000. no "Values not entered"
or "Overflow frequencies" are allowed. Missing
values are excluded from cross-tabulation and
identified in the output. Transformations of the
data can be performed, and 9 new variables
created up to p + (/ 100.

BIMED 24. Data screening no. 3 (CPA 91)

This is an expanded version of BIMED 15
which accepts n 2000 observations for p 50
variables up to np =E 20,000. One of several
transformations can be made of any variable.
Simple regression and correlation coefficients are
computed for paired variables using the original
or transformed values but before the values are
standardized. Extreme values in the data and in
residuals from the computed regressions are
identified and printed out. Extreme deviates
from regressions with coefficients specified in the
regression card are identified and printed out.
This allows f. i. screening for departure from
"normal" or standard relationships.

Y =
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